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ABSTRACT

BOUNDARY LAYER MOMENTUM BUDGETS AS DETERMINED FROM

A SINGLE SCANNING DOPPLER RADAR

The Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) technique is extended to third-order

turbulent velocity statistics. By applying this extended VAD technique to a

single scanning Doppler radar a solution for the horizontal turbulent momentum

flux budget is obtained. All terms excluding the buoyancy, pressure and eddy

dissipation terms can be solved for directly. High resolution measurements of the

momentum flux budget can then be studied in both space and time. Specifically

the third-order turbulent transport term can be examined.

Three data sets characterized by hot, clear summertime planetary boundary

layers (PBL) are analyzed using this extended VAD technique. These data

show turbulent transport to be very significant throughout the day and night..

Daytime values were observed to be of the same order or slightly larger than shear

production. At night shear production dominated but turbulent transport was still

of significant magnitude. Other notable features were the high degree of variability

in all turbulent quantities in both space and time. The large contribution from

turbulent transport and the high degree of nonstationarity in the turbulence field

are in contrast to most other field measurements. Brief explanations are given for
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these differences. Comparisons with computer modeling studies are also made

which agree more closely with the radar analysis t.han did t.he field studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) has been defined as that port.ion of

the atmosphere which is directly influenced by surfa("e forcings and responds

to these forcings on a time scale of one hour or less (Stull, 1988). The

PBL is therefore at the lowest levels of the atmosphere, typically t.he lowest

kilometer, and is characterized by turbulent tranf:port. Knowledge of the

generation, dissipation and transport of turbulent processes are important to

the understanding the structure and evolution of the PBL which, in turn, has

implicatiolls to many disciplines including air pollutioll monitoring, engineering,

agriculture, and climatological studies. An idealized daytime, convective PBL is

illustrated in Fig. 1.

Three distinct layers can be discriminated within the PBL based on the

profiles in Fig. 1. The layer immediately adjacent to the surface is referred to as the

surface layer. This layer is characterized by strong gradients in wind, temperat.ure

and other passive quantities. Potential t.emperat.ure (B) is super- adiabat.ic due to

strong surface heating. Wind speed profiles have a strong positive slope as a result

of surface frictional effects. Water vapor and pollutant concentrations have st.rong

negative gradients since their source is the- surface under nonadvective conditions.

Turbulence transfer within the surface la.... t>r has been well documented due to t.he

ease of obtaining measurements within t his layer whose depth is t.ypically t.ens to

hundreds of meters.

The central portion of the PBL is referred to as the mixed layer and

as the name implies is characterized by strong turbulent mixing. Profiles of

mean meteorological variables and atmospheric constituents are essent.ially linear
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Fig. 1. Characteristic mean PBL profiles of potential temperature 9, mean
wind speed M, mixing ratio r and pollutant concentration c (a.fter
Stull, 1988).
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throughout the mixed layer as a result of this mixing. Passive constit.uents such as

water va.por and pollutants have a slight.ly negative slope indicat.ing a net. upward

flux of high surface concentrations being entrained with relat.ively "clean" and dry

upper atmosphere air. The mixed layer begins at the top of t.he surface layer and

typically constitutes 50 to 80 percent of t.he PBL.

Separating the mixed layer from the free atmosphere (free ahnosphere

implying essentially "free" from surface influences) is the ent.rainment zone. This

is the layer through which free atmosphere air is entrained into t.he mixed layer.

Virtual potential temperature increases across t.his zone indicating a capping

inversion. This inversion is used as a measure of the t.op of t.he PBL, denot.ed by

Zi, which is typically about one kilometer above the surface. Wind speeds increase

across this layer from their frictionally-slowed subgeostrophic values t.o geostrophic

speeds. Passive constituent.s show a strong decrease in concentration.

Although there have been a number of field experiment.s for determining t.he

structure and dynamics of the mixed layer and entrainment zone (Minnesot.a,

Kaimal et. 801. 1976; AMTEX, Lenchow et. 801. 1980; MASEX, Atlas et. 801.

1986; PHOENIX, Kropfli and Hildebrand 1980; BLX83, Stull and Elorant.a 1984)

the number is considerably less t.han t.hose concerned wit.h the surface layer. This

is due to the difficulty and expense in obtaining detailed measurements over t.he

entire depth of the PBL. Most. data on the PBL have been obt.ained using aircraft

or tethered balloons. Both of these measurement systems have some t.ype of

compromise in data resolution, either spat.ial or t.emporal. Also most field st.udies

to date have only been concerned with the well-mixed, undisturbed, non-barodinic

PBL. On a global scale energy transfer under barodinic conditions is extremely

important. Under such conditions energy transfer budgets can be significant.ly

different than in more barotropic situations.
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Large.,eddy simulations (LES) are beginning to play an important, part. in t,he

understanding of turbulent. processes within the PBL, primarily because of thc~ir

high resolution and ability to extend current turbulence knowledge to situations

for which there is little or no observational data. These models can also t.est

the importance of various' mechanisms (production, dissipation and transpcd)

under a variety of atmospheric situations. Most boundary layer models now

incorporate third-order closure schemes which allow them to fully solve most

PBL turbulence budgets. The representativeness of these higher-order closu)~es

is difficult to estimate however since as mentioned above t.here is rather sparse

atmospheric data on which they are based. Therefore one of the main advantages

of a LES, namely the abilit.y to obtain information about the PBL in situations

where there is little observational data, is based on this same lack of information.

Th,e above arguments point toward the need for additional high resolution

atmospheric measurements, especially of higher-ordered turbulence quantities,

throughout the depth of the boundary layer under a variety of meteorological

conditions. The Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) technique demonstrated by

Browning and Wexler (1968) provides such a method utilizing remote sensors.

They illustrate how a scanning Doppler radar can be used to derive first moment

statistics about the mean wind field. The radar is scanned about a vertical axis

at a constant elevation angle, the so called VAD scan. The geomet.ry of t.his type

of scan is illustrated in Fig. 2. A scan refers to a complete 360 degree revolm.ion

of the radar antenna.

By decomposing the radial velocities (Vr ) into a Fourier series Browning

and Wexler (1968) obtained expressions describing the mean wind component.s,

two-dimensional horizontal divergence, stretching deformation and shearing

deformation. Wilson (1970) extended this to include second moment quantities

such as the covariance terms tt'W', t1'w', and u'v'. A typical VAD scan showing
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the variation due to turbulent fluctuations about the mean wind is shown in Fig.

3. Since these fluctuations are too large to be errors in the velocity estimates they

are attributed to turbulence on scales less than 2r, where r = zcotf) is the radius

of the circle swept out at a given range during one scan and z is the altitude of

interest. Kropfli (1986) shows how turbulence on scales greater than 2r can be

obtained by comparing fluctuations of the scan to scan wind components about

some temporal mean which is obtained by averaging over multiple VAD scans.

Frisch et. al. (1989) used this technique to obtain estimates of the vertical flux of

turbulence kinetic energy from a radar scanning at .50.8 0 elevation. Eberhard et.

at. (1989) have also applied this technique to a scanning Doppler Lidar.

The above applications of the VAD technique for determining turbulence

statist.ics use the procedure set forth by Wilson (1970) of performing separ::~te

integrations over the four quadrants of the VAD scan. This method requires

the assumption that the stresses and variances around the scanning circle ::.re

horizontally homogeneous. Frisch (1990) shows how one can expand the turbuleLce

stress in a Taylor series and compute t he stress for the general case of non

homogeneity in a method analogous to that, uspd by Browning and Wexler (1968)

for the mean wind. This can then be equated with a Fourier expansion of the

variance of the Doppler radial velocity.

In this study the VAD technique will be extended to examine third moment

turbulence quantities following the procedure set forth by Frisch (1990) to solve

for the turbulent stress and velocity variances. Wyngaard (1983) showed that even

for a simplified momentum flux budp;et ill strong shear or baroclinie conditions,

terms involving shear production and turbulent transport must be retained (:see

equations (2) and (3». By extendiuli/; the VAO technique to third mOI1l'~nt

quantities, all terms in this simplified moment um flux budget equation, exclud;ng

the pressure, buoyancy, and eddy dissipation terms, can be determined. The
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relative magnitudes of these derived turbulence profiles can then be compared to

existing data sets, thereby obtaining a measure of the accuracy of this technique.

The VAD data used for this study was obtained by one of the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Wave Propagation Laboratory's

(WPL) X-band radars. Three data sets will be used, two from the North Dakot.a

Thunderstorm Project (NDTP) from the summer of 1989 and one from the summer

of 1988 obtained during the Cloud Chemistry Cloud Physics Organization (3CPO,

Martner et. al. 1988) project. All three data sets were characterized by hot, clear

summer days with moderate to strong winds which changed throughout the data

periods. These data should serve to establish this extended VAD technique as

a viable method for obtaining detailed, high-ordered turbulence measurements

throughout the depth of the PBL.



2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2a. Momentulll Budget

The complete turbulent stress budget equation in tensor notat.ion is:

= _ U"u'. OUk
l ] Ox'

]

, ,Oli'i
u. kU j~

uX']

O( U' ilL' jtt' k )

OXj

( 1)p' (OU' iOU'k) 02
(U,',i U'k) 01L' iOU' k+ - -- + -- + v - 2v _-:...----e:.

P OXk aXi Ox /:l Ox j2

where the primes indicate a deviation from some mean and the overbar represents

an ensemble average. A detailed derivation of this and other equations in this

chapter can be found in appendix A.

The time scale for most PBL processes is on the order of one hour or less

and therefore the Coriolis term can be neglected. The second to last term on the

right hand side represents molecular diffusion and is also much smaller than the

other terms. The last term is the viscous dissipation term and is usually written

The terms on the left hand side of equation (1) represent local storage and

advection by the mean wind. The first two terms on the right hand side represent

turbulent transport due to gradients in the mean wind components. The next

term represents turbulent transport of eddy stress. The second line of equation (1)

contains the buoyancy and Coriolis terms. Finally the last line represents pressure

redistribution, molecular diffusion and eddy dissipation respectively. A common

assumption for simplifying this equat.ion is that of horizontal homogeneity. This

assumption effectively eliminat.es all terms with horizontal gradients. Although
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there are horizontal discontinuities throughout the depth of the PBL, if the

horizontal scales of the radar measurements are small enough t.his assumpt.ion

should be valid. The horizontal measurement scale in the data for this study will

be limited by the diameter of the VAD scan (Fig. 2). This scale will be a maximum

at low elevation angles which for these data is 3.5.3°. At this angle, assuming a

maximum Zi of 2.0 km, the diameter of the VAD scan should be less than 7.0

km. Making the above simplifications and expanding equation (1) for the fluxes

of u'w'(i=I, k=3) and v'w'(i=2, k=3) gives the following two equations:

8u'w' 8u'w' --8w --8u 8(U I W I _W I )

+ w-- = -u'w'- - w'w'-
8t 8z 8z 8z 8z

+ [:J (~) ul 8pl

2cuw-
P 8z

8v'w' 8p'w' --8tu --8f a(v'w'w')
+ w-- = -v'w'- - w'w'-

8t 8z 8z 8z 8z

+ [9~] (t,19' v)
v' 8p'

2cvw-
P 8z

(2:)

These equations are similar to those shown by Wyngaard (1983) to be

applicable to a baroclinic boundary layer. The two terms on the righthand side

of equations (2) and (3), local storage and transport due to mean subsidence, are

usually considered much smaller than the other terms. However since these terms

are easily computed they will be retained as a matter of completeness.

2b. VAD Technique

The method outlined by Frisch (1990) of performing a Fourier analysis on

an entire VAD scan will be used for this analysis. This is in contrast to the

method used by others (Wilson (1970), Kropfli (1986), Eberhard et. al. (1989))

which combines a series of four integrals, one for each quadrant of a VAD scan, for

computing turbulence statistics. Numerically the results should be equivalent. The
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method of Frisch (1990) was chosen because it is intuitively a more st.raightforward

approach and can easily be extended to higher-ordered statistics. The following

paragraphs outline the methodology and equations applicable for this approach.

The Doppler radial velocity (Vr ) can be written in terms of the three

components u(east), v(north) and w(vertical).

Vr = usin{3cos8 + vcos{3cos8 + wsin8

Approaching velocities are considered negative. The velocity components can be

expanded in terms of a mean component and gradients about that mean to give

all. au
(4)11, = 11,0 + x- + y-

ax ay

av all
(5)v = Vo + x- + y-

ax ay

where x = rsin{3, y = rcosl3, {3 is azimuth and r is the radius of the circle swept

out by a given range gate (see Fig. 2). Making these substitutions gives:

[

2 {)U Oll-]
Vr = uosinl3 + rsin pax + rco.sl3sinl3 oy cos8

The terms involving beta can be written in terms of Euler expressions. This makes

the separation of the various harmonic terms straightforward and gives the above

equation as
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TT _ [ iuo ( if3 -i(3 ) r au ( 2if3 + -2if3
Y. - -- e - e - -- e e -

r 2 4 ox 2) ] cos8

(i)

Performing a least-squares analysis of the radar Vr data (or equivalent.1y a

discrete Fourier analysis) using the complex form

produces terms which can be equated to the righthand side of the above equation.

Separating terms for einf3 with n=O, 1, and 2in (7) and equating them with the

least-squares analysis of Vr gives the following coefficients for the mean wind

analysis.

Ao i (~: + ~;) cos(} + wosin(}

Al = Tcos8

-~cos8
2

.!: (8V _ 8U.) cos8
4 8y 8z

_ 1: (8V + 8U.) cos8
4 8z 8y

The subscripts indicate' the harmonic from which they were derived. A

subscript without an i indicates the real part of the coefficient and a subscript

with an i the imaginary part. These are equivalent to the expressions obtained hy

Browning and Wexler (1968).

The variance of the radial velocity can be written as

(Vr - Vr )2 = (u' sin/3cos8 + t·' cos/3cos8 + tV'sin8)2

where the prime indicates a deviation about some mean which can be obtained

from one or more VAD scans. Expanding this gives:
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+ 2u'v'cos2(Jcos{3sin{3 + 2u'w'cos(Jsin(Jsin{3 + 2v'w'sin(Jcos8cosj3

This expression IS also the second moment expansion of the radial velocity.

Rewriting the sine and cosine terms gives t.he expression

+ u'v'cosz8sin2{3 + u'w'sin28sin{3 + v'w'sin28cos{3

Writing this in terms of Euler expressions gives the final expression

+2U'V'COS28[-~(e2i13 _ e-2ii3 )] + u.'w'Sin28[-~(ei13 _ e- i13 )]

+ v'w'sin28 [~(ei13 + e- i13 )] (8)

Performing a similar least-squares analysis of the radar data as was done for the

mean wind only now using V..,2(t.he second moment of the radial velocity or the

variance) and equating this with (8) gives the harmonic coefficients of ein13 for

n=O, 1 and 2.

Ao = lu,Zco32 (J + 1~cos28 + w,2 sin2 9
Z 2

A] = v'w'sin(Jcos(J

Ali = -u'w'sin8cos(J

Az = i C032 (J (v,2 - u,2)
A Zi = -!u'v'cos 292
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An equivalent expression can be written for the third moment expansion of

the radial velocity:

+ 6u'v'w'cos28sin8sin;3cos;3

Again changing the sine and cosine terms to Euler expressions gives the expression

for the third moment of the radial velocity data as

(Fr - V"r)3 = U,3COS38 [-~ (e 3i13 - 3e i13 + 3e- i13 _ e- 3i13 )]

+ V,3cos38 [~(e3il3 + 3ei13 + 3e-i13 + e-3i13 )] + w,3 sin38

+ 3u,2v'cos38 [_~ (e3i13 _ ei13 _ e-i13 + e- 3i13 )]

+ 3u'v,2coS38 [_~ (e3i13 + ei13 _ e-i13 _ e- 3i13 )]

+ 3u,2w'cos28sin8 [-l (e 2i13 + e- 2i13 - 2)]

+ 3v,2w'cos28sin8 [l (e 2i13 + e- 2i13 + 2)]

+ 3u'w,2 sin28cos8 [ - ~ (e i13 _ e- i13 )]

+ 3~sin28cos8 [~(eil3 + e- i13 )]

+ 6U't"w'cos28sin8 [_~ (e2i13 _ e-2i13 )]

with the least-squares analysis of V"/3 producing the coefficients

(9)
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lu,3cos38 - lv,2u'cos38 - l u 'w,2 sin28cosB
882

- ~cos2(Jsin8 (V I2 W' - U,2 W')

_lU'V'W' cos 2BsinB
2

A3 = !V, 3COS 3(J - l U,2 V'cos3B
8 8

A3i = ~U,3COS3B - ~V,2U'COS38

The harmonic coefficients derived above contain all of t.he terms needed t.o

solve the simplified turbulent momentum flux budget equations (2) and (3) except

for the buoyancy, pressure and eddy dissipation terms.



3. DATA

The data were collected by programming the radar to scan at a fixed elevat.ion

angle for one entire 360 degree revolution (one VAD scan) at which time the

elevation angle would be changed. A series of t.hree t.o four different. elevat.ion

angles would be scanned one after another. This series of elevation angles (one

volume scan) was then repeated cont.inuously. The elevation angles used and the

reasons for selecting specific angles will be discussed later in this chapt.er.

The radar obtains estimates of radial velocity (in addition t.o a number of

other parameters such as returned power) by sending out a pulse of electromagnetic

energy (one trigger) at a fixed wave length (3.2 em for the X-band radar). The

radar then receives echoes of this transmitter energy from PBL t.argets. In t.he

summer convective PBL these targets are believed t.o be insects, dust or ot.her

millimeter sized constituents (Kropfli, 1986). These echoes are sampled ill discret.e

time intervals, referred to as range gates, which determine the radial resolution of

the radar. (Since electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light, approximately

300 m per j.LS, time and length can be used interchangeably.) Each range gate also

has a finite depth, or pulse length. The pulse length is determined by the time

required to obtain an estimate of t.he various data fields at each given range.

Another parameter which affects t.he radar resolut.ion is the gat.e spacing. This is

the distance (or time) between t.he center of each range gate.

The WPL radar has a beam width of 0.8'. The radar beam can be considered

essentially circular in the lateral direction. This implies a diameter of a few 111 up

to a maximum of 50 m at the top of the boundary layer for the lowest elevat.ion

scans used in this study. Using a pulse lengt h of 112.5 m as a typical example
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produces a cylindrical resolution volume for this radar with average dimensiolls

of 30 in in diameter by 112.5 m in length for boundary layer studies (refer to

Fig. 2). This small pulse volume produces a resolution which exceeds most other

measurement techniques and is on the same order as LES models.

To obtain statistically significant and accurate estimates of radial velocHy

(as well as other data parameters) a number of triggers (pulses) are electronicaLy

averaged together at each range gate to produce one beam of data. For a swet'p

typical to this study there were 250 pairs of triggers (one pair is required to obta; n

the phase information needed to compute Doppler velocities) for each beam arld

200 beams of data (one sweep) in 2 minutes. This translates into over 400 samples

per second at each height or a total of 5 x 104 samples at each height for each sweep.

This fast sampling rate in conjunction with the small pulse volume produces very

accurate estimates of .the radial velocity which translates into high accuracy in

the derived turbulence statistics. Some factors which can degrade this accura,:y

and should be considered, especially in boundary layer studies, are the sig'nal t.o

noise ratio of the data and side lobe contamination from ground clutter. Table 1

contains a summary of the three data sets and the specific radar parameters whi:h

were used to collect them.

3a. NDTP Radar Data

During the NDTP VAD scans were performed at a series of four different

elevation angles: 35.3°, 50.8°, 68.9° and 89.io. (The significance of these ang,es

will be discussed in the section covering the analysis procedures.) This volume

scan took a total of eight minutes to complete, each scan being two minutes in

length. The pulse length for these data was 112..5 m, the gate spacing i.5 m and

510 triggers were averaged together to produce one beam of data. Each beam had

67 range gates and 197 beams in each sweep. Data were collected from a minimum

range of 0.0 km out to a maximum radial range of 5.0 km. In reality the effecLve



TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF DATA SET LOCATIONS, TIMES AND RADAR
PARAMETERS USED DURING DATA COLLECTION.

NDTP NDTP 3CPO
1-2Jul89 27-28Jun89 19Jun88

site New Salem, ND New Salem, ND Ivesdale, IL

Data Times 14:20 1Jul89- 16:24 27Jun89- 10:14 19Jun89-
(CDT) 02:04 2Jul89 02:28 28Jun89 16:20 19Jun89

Scan Types 4-Angle VAD 4-Angle VAD 3-Angle VAD

Elevations 35.3,50.8, 35.3,50.8, 35.3,50.8,
(degrees) 68.9,89.7 68.9,89.7 89.7

Scan times/ 2 minutes/ 2 minutes/ 1 minute/
Volume time 8 minutes 8 minutes 3 minutes

Beams/Sweep 197 197 197

Number of 67 67 50
range gates

Gate spacing 75 meters 75 meters 75 meters

Pulse Length 112.5 meters 112.5 meters 112.5 meters

Numbers of 510 510 380
Triggers

.....
00
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minimum radial range of this radar is on the order of 150-250 m, due mainly t,o

the time required for the radar electronics to stabilize after each transmission.

Data were collected on two days beginning in the afternoon and lasting into

the night. The first of these days was 27-28Jun89. Data collection began at 16:24

CST on 27Jun89 and ended at 02:28 CST on 28Jun89 for a total of 10 hours of

data. The second data set contains nearly twelve hours of data beginning at 14: W

CST lJul89 and ending at 02:04 CST on 2-JuI89. Both data sets have essentially

continuous data. The radar was manned during daytime hours and allowed to run

unattended after 20:00 CST. The cutoff in data recording around 02:00 CST was

a consequence of the radar data tape storage capacity.

3b. 3CPO Radar Data

The third data set was obtained with the same radar during the summer of

1988 near Champaign, Illinois (Ivesdale, IL) as part of the 3CPO project. These

data consist of three angle VAD volume scans with elevations of 35.3 0
, .50.8 0 amI

89.90
• The pulse length was 112..5 111, gate spacing i.5 m and 380 triggers were

averaged to produce one beam. Each scan had .50 gates, 197 beams and lasted one

minute for a total volume time of three minutes. There was one day of data with

the three angle VAD's which began on 19Jun90 at 10:14 and ended 19Jun90 near

16:20 CDT. This data set is also essentially continuous.

3c. Site Descriptions

The radar site during the NDTP was approximately .50 km west of Bismar~k,

North Dakota (near New Salem, ND). Local terrain was mostly grasslands w:th

gradual rolling hills. These hills had a typical rise of less than 50 m over a

horizontal distance of a few kilometers. Any potential influence on the PBL

structure should be limited to the lowest few hundred meters. During the 3CP 0
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project the radar was located on very flat terrain with the only surrounding

obstructions being scattered- trees and buildings.



4. ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

4a. Scanning Strategy

To simplify the solution of the required turbulence statistics a specific

scanning strategy was devised. The elevat.ion angles of 35.3°, .50.8° and 89.iO

have particular significance. At 35.3° the zero harmonic from the second moment.

analysis is such that the leading coefficients of t.he variance terms on the righthand

side are all equal. Therefore the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) can be derived

directly. Similarly at 50.8° the zero-order harmonic from the third moment

analysis has equal coefficient.s and the vertical flux of TKE can be easily obtained

(Frisch et. aI., 1989). The 89. iOscans were used to obtain accurate estimates of the

vertical velocity and associated statistics. Opt.imally 90.0° would be used however

mechanical restrictions with the radar prohibited this. A harmonic analysis is also

performed at 89.7° which should produce results nearly as accurate as a 90.0°

scan. At this high elevation angle sinO » cOc~O which allows tV to be det.ermined

from the mean wind Ao coefficient, w,2 from the second moment Ao coefficient

and w,3 from Ao from the third moment analysis.

4b. Stress Budil;et Determination

As outlined above not all statistics are computed at each elevation angle.

Based on the scanning geometry (Fig. 2) and assuming a fixed radar range gat.e

spacing, statistics computed at low eleva! ion angles will have a better vertical

resolution than the higher elevat.ions an.ll;les. This implies that a solution of

the momentum flux budget at a given altitude (z) will require the interpolation of

statistics between data points at certain elevation angles. The heights at which t.he
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flux budgets were solved were chosen to coincide with the measurements obt.ained

from the near-vertical sweeps, producing an effective vertical resolution of 75 m.

While this is the lowest resolution possible with this technique, it minimizes the

required interpolation distances. For a range gate spacing of 7.5 m this produces

maximum interpolation distances of 35 m at 68.9°, 29 m at 50.8° and 22 111 at

35.3° elevation. Since these are relatively short distances in terms of PBL mixed

layer scales, a simple linear interpolation scheme was employed.

The only terms which cannot be derived directly or by making appropriate

simplifying assumptions are U'W,2 and V'W,2. Since the solutions for u'w,2 and

V'W,2 are essentially the same, only the solution for u'w,2 will be outlined. T:le

triple correlation u'w,2 is contained in the first harmonic of the third moment

analysis (Ald. However there are two additional terms involving U,3 and ?~~.

One term can be eliminated by subtracting A3i from Ali to give:

Using two different elevation angles, producing two equations III two

unknowns, allows this equations t.o be solved as:

3---;-;2
-uw
2

An equivalent solution follows for v'W,2.

4c. Data Qualit.y Considerations

Before processing the radar data with the VAD analysis program a number of

steps were taken to ensure quality of the data. Random samples of the data were

initially displayed on the National Center for Atmospheric Research's (NCAR)

Research Data Support System (RDSS). This system allows for easy ident.ification

of any velocity data which may be folded. The Nyquist velocity for these dat.a

was set at 21 ms- l which was sufficient to prevent folding of the three data SEt.S.
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The RDSS display also allows the identification of any significant ground dut.t.er

contamination.

As another method of monitoring the quality of the radar data a correlation

field is created during data collection. This field represents the degree of correlation

between pairs of pulses. A correlation threshold of 0.4 was used when the velocity

data were processed. This will not eliminate ground clutter which is typically

well correlated, but it does help eliminate bad data when the signal to noise rat.io

becomes small. This usually occurs just above the inversion height (Frisch and

Dttal, 1988) where relatively dean free atmospheric air hecomes dominant. and

boundary layer scatters are lost.

4d. Data Averaging

After the initial data quality checks were complete, a first pass analysis of t.he

data was performed. Processing only one scan or one volume scan would only give

a view of the turbulence over a period of a few minutes. Since t.he t.ime scale of

PBL processes is on average around 10 to 20 minutes (Kaimal et. al. 1976) t.he

turbulence derived from a single volume will incorporat.e only a fraction of one or

two thermals. It is therefore desirable to average over a number of volume scans in

order that the derived statistics are representative of the current state of the PBL

and incorporate a number of thermals. A one-hour averaging time was selected

for these data. This was felt to be sufficiently long so as to encompass a number

of buoyant plumes and short enough so that temporal changes in mean quantit.ies

would be minimal.

For the NDTP data eight volume scans (32 sweeps, eight at each of the

four elevation angles) were averaged together to gi ve an averaging time of

approximately 64 minutes. Thirteen volumes (39 sweeps, 13 at each of t.he t.hree

elevation angles) of the 3CPO data were averaged for an averaging time of 57

minutes. As a check that this averaging period was sufficient, a comparison of t.he
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NDTP dat.a was made between an average of eight volumes, an average comput.ed

from the first seven volume scans and an average computed from the last seVI~n

volume scans. This constitutes a time difference of eight minutes (the lengt.h of

one volume scan) between each of the averaging periods. Although t.he mean

wind should not be expected to change significantly in eight minutes, momentum

flux and higher-ordered statistics could have significant. changes. Therefore if the

averaging period is too short turbulence statistics will not be stable. The results

in Fig. 4 show a comparison of the mean wind, momentum flux and turbulent.

transport of momentum flux for the three averaging periods. There are differences,

particularly in the stress plots, however they are relat.ively small. Based on t.hese

results the averaging period of one hour will be assumed appropriate and used as

the basis for turbulence calculations in this study.

4e. Software Development

Due to deficiencies of existing software for processing VAD scans a significant.

portion of this research effort was devoted t.o the development of a new VA D

analysis package. Most of the logic of this program centered around the four angle

VAD scanning strat.egies of the NDTP project and the desire to derive third

order velocity statistics. Since there were no other available programs to use for

comparison, a series of data simulations were conducted as a t.est of t.he programs

validity. These consisted of using input data of known harmonic components

and comparing these with the analysis output. Other tests included adding noise

components of varying magnit.udes on top of the known input dat.a. In all ca~;es

the program was able to retrieve the appropriate input harmonics. It is t.herefore

felt to be adequately tested for accuracy.

Numerous turbulent statistics profiles are computed by the analysis softwc~re

including those discussed previously which are needed for solving the momentum

flux budget. Others include reflectivity profiles and eddy dissipation rate (eelr)
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estimates (Frisch and Clifford, 1974) from all elevat.ion angles. From t.he 35.3°

elevations sweeps ii and v are computed since this is the lowest elevation and

will provide the best estimates of horizontal components. Also u'v', divergence

assuming tV has a negligible influence at this low elevat.ion, U,2 and v,2, and TKE

are all computed at 35.3°. At 50.8° the turbulent momentum flux (u.'w' and

v'w'), u'v'w', and the vertical flux of TKE are calculated. The 68.9° scans are

used simultaneously with the 50.8° scans to est.imate the third moment t.erms

u'w,2 and v'w,2. The near vertical scans are used for all vertical velocity st.at.ist.ics

including W,2, W,3, and the third moment me.asure of skewness.

In order to determine some lower limit on the accuracy of the derived

turbulence statistics, simulations were performed in which a single harmonic wind

field (i.e. a mean wind with no associat.ed turbulence) was used as input with

random noise superimposed. The noise can be int.erpreted as a measure of the

uncertainty in the radar radial velocit.y est.imates. This mean wind with t.he

superimposed noise was used as input to t.he analysis program. Any turbulen,:e

quantities derived by the program will be a measure of the minimum accuracy

obtainable for a given uncertainty in the radial velocity estimates. Turbulen:-e

values greater than this "noise" turbulence can be assumed to be the result of

atmospheric turbulence. The results are sUlllmarized in Table 2.

4f. Determination of =! from the Radar Dat.a

The first pass through the VAD analysis program utilized a low thresholding

scheme. This thresholding refers to the amount of averaging which is performed.

Two parameters affect the average: the number of beams per sweep with good data

and the number of sweeps with good data. The number of beams per sweep with

good data is determined from the velocity thresholding against the correlation field

value of 0.4. For this first pass only 2.5 beams per sweep from the 197 total were

required to pass this threshold at a given ran~e. If a sweep had at least 25 beams



TABLE 2

ERROR ESITMATES OF THE VAD ANALYSIS
PROGRAM OBTAINED USING A KNOWN INPUT MEAN WIND WITH

A +J- 0.5 MJS SUPERIMPOSED NOISE.

Turbulent Parameter Absolute Error

Vertical Velocity Variance +J- 0.095m"2/s"2

Stress Components +J- 0.025m"2/s"2

Turbulent Transport +J- 0.015m"3/s"3
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passing this criteria at a given range gate then it was considered to have good data

at that range and turbulence st.atistics would be computed. The second parameter,

the number of good sweeps, is then the number of sweeps in an averaging period

at a given elevation angle and range which pass the minimum number of beams

criteria. It should be reiterated that separate averages are maintained for each

elevation angle and this thresholding is performed independently at, each elevat.ion

and range. The 25 beams per sweep criteria is sufficient to derive mean wind

quantities and if the beams are well distributed around t.he scanning volume

reasonable est.imates of second and third moment quantities may be produced,

although with greater uncertainty than the mean quantities.

This low thresholding scheme was used mainly as an attempt to identify the

top of the PBL (zd. The upper parts of the entrainment zone have a high,~r

proportion of free atmosphere air and therefore fewer PBL scatterers for the rada.r

to detect. A low threshold for the number of beams per sweep at these height.s

must then be utilized in order t.o obtain any turbulence st.a.t.ist.ic est.imat.es. Sin.:e

t.here are essentially no other supporting meteorological dat.a except for the NWS

soundings (at most one during each data period), this is the only method to

identify the top of the PBL.

Taking the maximum height of the radar echo should serve as an estimate ·:)f

Zi (assuming clear air conditions with no clouds.) Since boundary layer scatterers

produce very weak signals for the radar used in this study (generally -10 to 0 dBZ

at relatively close ranges), the range of observation becomes important. The ne;u

vertical sweeps have the shortest radial range to any given height within t.he PEL

and should therefore have slightly better sensitivity to boundary layer targets

than the lower elevation sweeps. Using dat.a from a one hour average at 18:06

CDT (00:06Z), the 89.7° sweeps gives a Zi of 2.1 km (Fig. 5). This method is in

close agreement (within 5 percent) with the National Weat.her Service (NWS) OOZ
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2Ju189 sounding shown in Fig. 6. Therefore when needed throughout this studY:i

will be estimated from the height of the echo of the vertical sweeps averaged under

a low thresholding scheme. As turbulence becomes very small and the nocturna.l

boundary layer develops, the top of the radar echo becomes an estimate of the top

of the residual layer rather than Zi.

4g. Data Thresholding Schemes

The first pass of the data used a one-hour average for computing mea.n

and turbulence statistics and the low thresholding scheme discussed above. This

averaging was performed each half hour creating a one-hour sliding mean in ord';'r

to compute time changes across a given averaging period and to gain temporal

resolution. All three data sets were processed in this manner. A sample of the:;e

plots is shown in Fig. 7 for 1Ju189 at 14:20 eDT. They show the profiles of the

mean wind components (u,v), mean wind speed (1'vf), average stress components

(u'w' and v'w'), the vertical turbulent transport of horizontal momentum flux

(U'W,2 and v'w,2), the mean vertical velocity (w) and vertical velocity varian,:e

(w'2), respectively. Each plot is approximately a one-hour average.

The temporal and vertical evolution of the mean and turbulent PEL

parameters can easily be derived from the above computations. However a notable

problem with the profiles is the amount of fluctuation that occurs at certain

heights. The profiles of the mean wind components and wind speed profiles show

evidence of ground clutter contamination at several elevations. This can be seen in

the bias toward zero on the order of 1 ms- 1 near the 400 and 700 m levels (Fig. j').

The fluctuations of the turbulence profiles near the top of the PBL is most likely

a function of under-sampling and not a result of ground clutter contamination.

Since this clutter contamination is a function of the radial range, the higher

elevation sweeps will have clutter contamination at higher altitudes within t fie

PBL (assuming the clutter is within the same range gates for all elevation:;).
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),

vertical velocity (ms- 1 ) and vertical velocity variance (m2s-2
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respectively. Data is from NDTP at 14:20 eDT on IJu189.
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The magnitude of ground clutter contamination IS a function of t.he ratio of

the relative strengths of the returned signal from PBL scatters and the ground

clutter targets (these can be buildings, trees, or even reflections from the earth's

surface). Therefore the effect of this clutter can vary with time and height as

the concentration of PBL scatterers changes. Besides the bias in the mean wind

components, potentially large artificial changes in the turbulence statistics can

occur if the magnitude of the ground clutter changes on a scan to scan basis.

The terms needed to solve for the budget equations (2) and (3) require

gradients of turbulence quantities. If these gradients were computed from Fig.

7 erroneously large values would be obtained as a result of the fluctuations in

these statistics. Stricter thresholding will help reduce these fluctuations at the

higher altitudes assuming they are the result of under-sampling. Ground clutter

however is typically well correlated and cannot simply be removed by requiring

more beams per sweep or a higher value of the correlation field as a threshold.

In fact using a higher correlation threshold may eliminate"good" data leaving a

higher percentage of beams containing clutter.

One option of dealing with the ground clutter problem was to eliminate the

gates containing the clutter on a routine basis from the turbulence calculations.

However, examining Fig. 7 it is not clear exactly how many gates are

contaminated. The gates most strongly affected are obvious but there is a gradual

decrease in the effect of the clutter on either side. If two or three gates above and

below the main ground clutter heights (400 and 700 m) were removed this would

leave very few data points below 1 km.

As an alternative to dealing specifically with the contaminated range gates a

data fitting routine was added to the analysis program. The advantage of fitt.ing

a curve through the data is that the gradients in the statistics required for solving

(2) and (3) can easily be computed. One disadvantage is that the curve will have
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a bias from the contaminated gates and the absolute value of points on t.he curye

will be somewhat affected. However the general shape of the profiles should not

be greatly altered.

As a test of the influence of using a more strict thresholding scheme alld

applying a curve fitt.ing routine, the data were processed a second time wit.h the

requirement that 100 beams of the 197 pass the correlation field threshold of 0.4

and all eight sweeps at each elevations angle meet t.his requirement before stat.ist.ks

can be computed. A third-order polynomial was then fit to the data using least.

squares methods. This polynomial was felt to be sufficient. to capture the general

characteristics of the profiles and ordered low enough that it would not pick t.p

significantly on ground clutter-induced fluctuations.

Results of this new thresholding and curve fitting are shown in Fig. 8 for

lJul89 at 14:20 CDT. This figure is the same time period as Fig. 7 although the

scales on the axis have been changed in proportion t.o ma.ximum values observed

during the period. The fluctuations in the upper portions of the PBL have been

eliminated with some sacrifice in the vertical extent of the data. The curve fitting

represents the data very well in almost all cases. There are cases where some of

the second- and third- ordered statistics exhibit a fair amount of scatter but the

curve fitting still captures the basic trend of the data.

4h. Momentum Budget Solutions

After applying the more extensive thresholding mentioned above to the data

and fitting it with a third-order polynomial, the momentum flux budget equations

(2) and (3) were solved following the methods of chapter 2. Considering the

minimum effective range of the radar, a solution of these equations within be

surface layer is not possible. The more stringent averaging necessary to produce

accurate statistical estimates reduces the height coverage of the radar below t.:le

top of the PBL. Therefore the solution of (2) and (3) is restricted to the mix,~d
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layer, the minimum altitude around 400 m AGL (between 0.2Zi and 0.3Zi) and

a maximum height averaging around 0.8z i • For the nocturnal boundary layer Zi

should simply be considered the radar echo height or the residual layer height.

Time changes in (2) and (3) were determined from averages computed one

half hour before and one half hour after the current averaging period. All statisti cs

were derived from the best-fit curve analysis. Therefore t.he accuracy of t.he fit. had

to be considered, although there were few cases where this was a problem.



5. SYNOPTIC AND MESOSCALE ENVIRONMENTS

5a. NDTP 1-2Ju189

A ridge centered over the Great Lakes region was the dominant feature at

500 mb at OOZ on 2Jul89 (Fig. 9). Winds over Bismarck were 8 ms- I from

the southwest. By 12Z on 2Jul89 the ridge had moved eastward and winds at

Bismarck shifted to the west at 15 ms- I . A surface cold front (more a wind shift

than a temperature contrast) in western North Dakota moved slowly eastward

through the observational period and was still west of the radar site at the end

of data collection. Surface winds were southerly at 5 to 8 lllS-1 throughout

the day, weakening at night. The surface analysis for 23Z 1Jul89 in Fig. 10

shows a core of high temperatures over central South Dakota and south- central

North Dakota, indicating weak temperature advection (potentially weak barodinic

tendencies) into the data area. Dew points were between 14°C and 17°C. The high

temperature was 36°C at 2350Z on I-Jul-89. The low was 18°C at 1051Z on 2

Jul-89.

Satellite and radar summaries (not shown) indicate thunderstorms developing

late afternoon over South Dakota. These storms built northward into central

North Dakota with extensive cloud cover over most of South Dakota and central

North Dakota, the strongest storms remaining in South Dakota. All activity

began to weaken after 0230Z and moved northeast out of the immediate region.

Bismarck indicated a trace of precipitation in the 0050Z and 0150Z observations.

No precipitation was evident at the WPL radar site but a significant outflow was

observed in the VAD data at 0142Z.
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5b. NDTP 27-28Jun89

A 500 mb ridge aXIS was centered over western North Dakota at OOZ on

28Jun89 (Fig. 11). Winds at Bismarck were northwesterly at 15 ms- I . The ridge

gradually intensified and moved eastward to the be centered over the eastern part

of North Dakota by 12Z on 28Jun89 with winds shifting t.o westerly at 10 lllS--I

at .500mb. Surface winds were generally nort.heast.erly at 3 rns -1 in the easte::n

part of North Dakota shifting to sout.heasterly at 5 to 8 ms- I over the cent.ral

and western portions of t.he state. A weak warm front meandered through central

South Dakota, curving northward across western Montana, reached western North

Dakota by 06Z 28Jun89. Surface pressure gradients gradually strengthened over

the observational period producing persistent 5 to 8 ms- I easterlies at. Bismarck.

Figure 12 shows the 21Z 27Jun89 surface analysis. It indicates weak, ccol

temperature advection across the eastern part of Nort.h Dakota into t.he Bismarck

area, indicating moderate barodinicity.

Thunderstorms developed in the early afternoon in central Sout.h Dakot.a as

seen in the radar summaries and sat.ellite observations (not shown). The st.orms

moved to the northeast and entered south-central and southeastern North Daketa

by late evening. There were no outflows or precipitation at the radar site ffClm

these storms. Dew points were generally between 13°0 and 1.5°0 over the south

central sections of the state. The high temperature on 27Jun89 was 33°C at 215JZ

and the minimum was 14°0 at 1049Z on 28Jun89.

5c. 3CPO 19Jun88

The dominant feature at 500mb on 20Jun88 at OOZ was a broad ridge over the

central U.S. and an area of low pressure over Louisiana (Fig. 13). The high had

strengthened slightly over the last 12 hours and there was a northward progression

of the low pressure area. Winds at 500 mb over Illinois were northerly t.hroughout.

the observational period. There were no storms in the immediate area with cirrus
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being the only reported clouds. The surface analysis (Fig. 14) indicates st.r:mg

high pressure off the east coast and a trough over the central U.S. This produced

moderate surface winds from the south to sout.heast at 3 to 8 111S- 1 throughout

the day. High temperatures over the region were bet.ween 32°C and 35°C. High

temperature at Champaign was 35°C and dew points ranged from 11 °C to 13°C.

All three of these data sets are characterized by hot, clear summer days with

moderate surface winds and should have fully developed, convective boundary

layers. The only significant clouds were cirrus in 3CPO and widely scatt.t:'red

fair weather cumulus during NDTP. Although there were no significant local

disturbances on any of these days (except for a brief outflow observed on lJu189)

the PBL wind profiles have significant curvat.ure, especially in the lower half of

the PBL. There is evidence of weak temperature advection during both days f~om

NDTP, indicating weak baroclinic flow. These data should serve as good case~ for

measurement of the terms in the turbulent momentum flux budgets (see equations

(2) and (3), chapter 2).
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6. CASE STUDY RESULTS

The first part of t.he next t.hree sections of this chapter will be concerned

with general changes occurring in the derived statistics from each of the three

data sets. The focus will mainly be on the absolute magnitudes of the statistics

rather than characteristic shapes of the profiles, primarily because the profiles are

in a general state of flux in all three data set.s making any inference about the

shapes of these profiles difficult. The second part of these sections will describe

the general changes which occur in t.he absolute magnitudes of t.he derived terms

in the momentum flux budgets (2) and (3). Following thf'se discussions will be

a more detailed account of the vertical structure and relative import.ance of each

term within the momentum budget for selected t.ime periods from the NDTP data

followed by an overall comparison of the three data sets. The final section of this

chapter will examine other available field data and comput.er model results and

their relationships to the radar dat.a.

6a. NDTP 1-2Ju189

1. Evolution of Statistical Turbulence Profiles

Figures 15-20 are a time series from 1-2Jul89 of the derived profiles of the mean

wind components, wind speed, turbulent horizontal momentum flux, turbulent

transport of horizontal moment.um flux, mean vertical velocity and the variance

of the vertical velocity, respectively. Each plot is a 64 minute average (8 volume

scans ).

The mean wind shown in Fig. 15 slowly turned from the SSW at 14:20 CDT

to become more westerly by early evening (18:38 CDT). Wind speeds gradually
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decreased over this period (Fig. 16). At 19:42 CDT an outflow from storms t.o

the southeast caused an abrupt shift in direction to the north and an increase

in wind speeds. By 20:14 CDT (not shown) winds had decreased and were now

from the southwest again. From 20:47 CDT until the end of the data period the

winds slowly turned to the WSW and speeds increased following the development

of a low-level nocturnal jet. The height of this jet core increased from 0.6 km at.

20:47 CDT to just over 1.1 km at 01:16 CDT. Since nocturnal boundary layer jets

typically form near the top of the stable layer t.his elevation of the jet in t.ime is

likely a result of the deepening of the stable layer below t.he jet.

It is difficult to discriminate between t.he end of the convective outflow and

the onset of the jet development. The rapid change in the wind direction from the

south back to the southwest appears to be the end of the outflow so that after the

20:14 CDT average it is assumed the outflow is over. The initial development of

the jet begins in the v-component (Fig. 16 at 20:47) which increases until 23:40

CDT. After this time the evolution of the jet appears to be dominated by a turning

(presumably inertial t.urning) rat.her than any significant. increase in speed.

The stress profiles (Fig. Ii) on 1-2Ju189 have moderate magnitudes at 14:20

CDT with peaks around 1 m2 s-2 which increase to 1.5 m2 s-2 by 15:24 CDT. Aft.er

16:29 CDT there is a gradual decrease in t.he stress values which reach a minimum

of around 0.5 m 2s-2 at 18:38 CDT. The st.orm outflow produces a significant

increase in the stresses with values as large as 2 m2s- 2 at 19:42 CDT. Aft.er this

time they rapidly decreased and by 20:47 were below ±0.5 m2 s- 2
. They remained

near this value through the rest of the data period.

The terms u'w,2 and v'w,2 (Fig. 18) also have rather large values (±4 m3s- 3
)

between 14:20 and 16:29 CDT after which there is a gradual decrease before the

outflow reaches the radar site. During the outflow values of 8 m3 s- 3 are observed.
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These turbulent transport terms then decreased rapidly becoming small for t,he

remainder of the data period (less t.han 0..5 m3s- 3
).

The vertical velocity and vert.ical velocity variance (Figs. 19 and 20) exhibit

behavior similar to the ot.her stat.istics with t.he largest values observed before

16:29 eDT followed by a gradual decrease before t.he convective out.flow. Large

values are again observed during the out.flow followed by a rapid decrease. Values

of both tV and W,2 remain small t.hrough t.he rest. of the dat.a period.

The vertical velocity variance profiles are fairly t.ypical of a convective PBL.

There are however some interesting feat.ures in the vertical velocity field. Negative

values (downward motion) ofw are observed until just before t.he convective

outflow at which time they become positive. During t.he outflow tV becomes

negative again until the jet begins forming around 20:47 eDT. After t.his t.ime tV

is generally positive near the jet core and negative closer to the surface. Dynamic

forcing of the jet could induce these posit.ive vertical motions while negat.ive tV

could be the result of subsidence within t.he developing nocturnal boundary layer.

ii. Evolution of Turbulence Momentum Budget

The momentum budgets corresponding to the time period 111 Figs. 1.5-20

are illustrated in Figs. 21-29. The vertical scale in each of these plots has been

scaled to the maximum value of the terms within the budget. This was done·

in order that the relative magnitudes 1)( f"i\rh term in the budget can be seen

even after turbulent activit.y has decreased (e.g. within t.he nodurnal boundary

layer.) This was necessary since without of her supporting meteorological dat.a

it was not possible to derive accurate scali 1l.'Z: paramet.ers. Positive values on t.he

plots represent sinks for positive momen t UIll (as a result of the sign of the terms in

(2) and (3)) and sources for negative mOIllentum. The reverse is true for negative

values on the plots.
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The first term in equations (2) and (3) is the local time change of the stress.

This was shown in a scale analysis by Wyngaard (1983) to be negligible relative to

other terms in the budget as were the mean adveetions. The local time change of

stress and vertical advection terms were carried through in this analysis since they

were straight forward to compute. As seen in Figs. 21-29 the temporal changes in

the stresses were always several orders of magnitude less than other terms in the

budget which supports the theoret,ical work of Wyngaard (1984). The advection

by tV was not always negligible. Although it was t.ypically much smaller t.han

turbulent transport or shear production, magnitudes of greater than 0..) x 10-3

m2s-3 were not uncommon during the daytime (Fig. 23). A maximum value of

over 1.5 x 10-3 m2s-3 was observed during the outflow event at 19:42 eDT (Fig.

25). During the night it was typically negligible (e.g. Fig. 28).

The third term in (2) and (3) is the production of momentum flux due to

shear inw. This term was comparable in magnitude to the advedive production

by tV. Occasionally values near 0.5 x 10- 3 m2s- 3 were observed during the daytime

(Fig. 22). A maximum of nearly 2 x 10- 3 m2 s-·3 was observed at 15:24 eDT (Fig.

21). Nighttime values were much smaller. typically ±0.1 x 10-3 m2 s -3 or less

(Fig. 29) and could be neglected.

Production of momentum flux by shear in t.he horizont.a.l wind is the forth term

in (2) and (3). This is a dominant. term throughout the data period. Maximum

daytime magnitudes were ±6 x 10- 3 m2 s -3 (Fig. 21). Nighttime values were

generally ±3 x 10-3 m2s-3 or less (Fig. ~8). Between 14:20 eDT (not shown) and

16:29 eDT (Fig. 22) this term was nearly a constant source of momentum flux.

As the absolute magnitude of turbulenct> hegan to decrease it was more difficult

to classify and seemed to alternate between a source and a sink term. During t.he

night shear production became the dominant. t.erm in (2) and (3) (Fig. 28).
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The final term which can be solve for in (2) and (3) from the radar dat.a is

the turbulent transport of momentum flux. This ter~n cannot be classified as a

distinct source or sink term. It has characteristics more like a redistribution t.erm

typically being a source at one level and a sink of momentum flux at anot.her. This

was the dominant term during the daytime with a maximum of 10 x 10-3 m2s- 3

or greater being common between 15:24 eDT (Fig. 21) and 16:29 eDT (Fig. 22).

The extreme values at 19:42 eDT (see Figs. 18 and 25) may be the result of a

poor data fit. Between 16:29 eDT and the outflow passage at 19:42 eDT typical

values were ±4 x 10-3 m2s-3 (Fig. 24). Nighttime values decreased significantly

with ±0.5 x 10-3 m2s-3 becoming common after 22:03 eDT (Figs. 28 and 29).

The residual (the sum of all the terms in the first line of (2) and (3)) is also

contained in Figs. 21-29. This is the net contribution from the buoyancy, pressure

and dissipation terms. This term therefore follows the same overall t.rends as t.he

other turbulence statistics. Before 16:29 eDT values of ±15 x 10-3 m2s- 3 are

common (Fig. 21). These decrease to ±.5 x 10-3 m2s- 3 before the outflow passage

(Fig. 24). Peaks around ±15 x 10-3 m2s- 3 are common during the outflow event

(Fig. 25) followed by a rapid decrease to values around ±3 x 10-3 m2s- 3 (Fig.

27) by the end of data collection.

6b. NDTP 27-28J un89

1. Evolution of Statistical Turbulence Profiles

Figures 30-35 are a time series of the statistical profiles used to derive t.he

momentum flux budgets on 27-28Jun89. The mean winds (Fig. 30) are more

uniform than 1-2Ju189. There is a general linear slope in the profiles but. no

significant curvature. Winds are from the ESE at 9 ms- 1 at 16:57 eDT increasing

to 12 ms- 1 by 18:01 eDT (Fig. 31). A low-level jet also forms on this day.

Evidence of formation begins around 19:0.5 eDT and slowly turns and accelerat.es

reaching a maximum of nearly 23 ms -1 at the end of the data period. The jet.
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core stays at a relatively const.ant height of 500 m throughout it's evolution.

There appears to be a secondary core which develops at 1.1 km between 00:28

CDT and 01:32 CDT 011 28.Jun89. Using only a t.hird-order polynomial data fit,

this secondary maximum in the wind speed tends to degrade the data fit slightly

although it is still good enough to derive reasonable wind gradients below 1 km

AGL.

Magnitudes of the stress profiles (Fig. 32) are ±1 m2 s- 2 for the first hour of

the data period. The high temperature of 91F was reached at 1.5.50 CDT. This

data therefore begins just after t.he maximum in surface heating has been readIed

such that the intellsity of turbulence begins decreasing relat.ively quickly (wi thin

approximately one hour). After 18:01 eDT stresses remain less than ±O.5 m2s-2 •

The turbulent transport. of momentum flux (Fig. 33) is a maximum during

the first hour average with values greater t.han 2 111
3
S-3 . It. t.hen begins steadily

decreasing and after 18:01 eDT remains within ±0.5 111
3
S-

3

Between 16:57 CDT and 19:05 eDT tV has a tendency for negative values at

low altitudes and positive values above (Fig. 34). From 19:05 eDT until 22:19

COT these characteristics reverse to positive at low levels and negative at higher

altitudes. After 22:19 CDT there is a general tendency for positive values at, all

heights. These tendencies inlb seem to be related to the development of the low

level jet. In the initial stages of development tV is positive at and below the level

of the jet maximum. As the jet intensifies w tends to be positive below and above

the main jet maximum. As mentioned above there is evidence of a secondary

jet maximum above the main jet which may also be inducing positive vertical

motions. Magnitudes of ill are around 0.5 ms- 1 during the first hour and then

gradually decline. During the intensification of the jet (22:19 eDT to the end of

data collection) tV increases reaching a maximum of slightly over 0..5 ms- 1 in the

lowest levels. The variance in vertical velocity (Fig. 3.)) peaks during the first
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hour of observations and then steadily declines. During the int.ensification of the

jet there is a gradual increase in w 2 below t.he level of the jet maximum however

peak values are still relatively small (0.3 m 2s-2 ).

ii. Evolution of Turbulence Moment.um Budget

Solutions for the momentum flux budgets from 27-28Jun89 are in Figs. 36-43.

The temporal changes, production due to advection by 1V and shear production

by tV are generally negligible over the entire data period. The only except.ion is at.

the end of the period where the jet induced tV becomes large enough that mean

advection byw is a minor constituent of t.he momentum flux budget. The largest

values of this term are near 0.4 x 10-3 m2s-3 (Fig. 43).

Shear production was the dominant term on 27-28Jun89. It remained

relatively constant throughout the period. Magnitudes ranged between ±3 x 10-3

m2s- 3 during the first few hours (Figs. 36 and 37) and slowly decreased from

19:05 to 20:10 eDT (Figs. 38 and 39). There were large peaks at. 21:14 eDT (Fig.

40) of 7 x 10-3 m2s- 3 followed by a generally decreasing trend to ±2 x 10-3 m2s- 3

during the later part of the data period (Fig. 42). The shapes of the profiles were

relatively stable, remaining fairly constant over a number of averaging periods or

changing very slowly.

The turbulent transport of momentum flux was also a dominant term on this

day. Magnitudes of ±2 x 10-3 m 2s- 3 were typical with occasional peaks near

5 x 10-3 m2s-3 during the first two hours (Figs. 36 and 37). As turbulent activity

decreased turbulent transport values of ±1.5 x 10-3 m2s- 3 were common (Fig. 41).

These profiles were more consistent throughout the dat.a period than on 1-2JuI89.

The residuals for the uw budget were generally positive t.hrough t.he ent.ire

measurement period, with only occasional negative values as the lowest. altit.udes.

The net vw budgets (residuals) were also typically positive with some negative

tendencies at the highest data points until the last two averages during which it
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Fig. 38. As in Fig. 36 for 27Jun89 a.t 19:05 eDT.
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Fig. 39. As in Fig. 36 for 27Jun89 at 20:10 eDT.
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Fig. 40. As in Fig. 36 for 2iJun89 at 21:14 COT.
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Fig. 43. As in Fig. 36 for 28Jun89 at 00:28 eDT.
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became mostly negat.ive at all levels. Peak magnitudes were in t.he range ±6 x 10-3

m2s-3 early in the data (Fig. 36) and typically less t.ha.tl 2 x 10~3 mZs-3 lat.e in

the period (Figs. 42 and 43).

6c. 3CPO 19JU1l88

1. Evolution of Statistical Turbulence Profiles

The time series data from 3CPO in Figs. 44-49 covers the period from 10:54

CDT to 15:08 eDT on 19JU1l88 and is therefore confined to the daytime PBL.

Velocities (Fig. 4.5) were between 4 111S- 1 and 7 ms- 1
. They turned from the SS'\V

to the SW and back to the SSW over t.he dat.a period (Fig. 44). The velocity

profiles exhibit significant curvature.

The horizontal momentum flux (Fig. 46) is slightly weaker than the NDTP

data but still within the range ±l mZs- z. There was a slow changed in It'W' from

positive at low levels and negat.ive at higher levels to negat,ive at all heights. The

northward component of horizontal moment.um flux (l"w') is initially negative

below 1.3 km AGL and positive above this level. It slowly meanders becoming

negative at all heights by the end of the data period.

The third moment terms u'w'z and v'w/ z (Fig. 47) are somewhat noisy but

the data fit picks up on the general trends. Basing the magnitudes on the best-fit

curves, u'w'z and v'w'z range between ±1.5 m3 s- 3 peaking at ±5 m 3s-3 between

13:42 CDT and 14:22 CDT. These statistics also change slowly with time.

Vertical velocities (Fig. 48) are negative at all levels except for a slight

tendency for positive values at the highest data points. Peak values of -0.5 111S-
1

occur between 700 and 800 m with smaller values above and below this level. The

exceptions are the averaging periods of 13:42 CDT and 14:22 eDT. During these

periods tV is nearly zero at the lowest data levels and decreases nearly linearly

with height. The only feature of the flow field which would seem to influence these

averages is the directional change from the SSW back to the SW. The variance in
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tV (Fig. 49) also changed in character during these periods exhibiting uniform or

increasing values with height. Otherwise w,2 has a typical bell shape peaking at

1.5 m 2s-2 between 700 and 800 m.

ii. Evolution of Turbulence Moment.um Budget

Figures 50-54 contain the solution to the terms in the momentum budg~t. for

19Jun88. Due to difficulties in edit.ing some of t.he dat.a only five near one-hour

averages (57 minutes) are presented which cover the central port.ions of the dat.a

are presented. As a consequence of init.ial data format.s t.he averages are offset. by

40 to 45 minutes for the 3CPO data so there is some overlap in these data.

The time change terms of horizontal moment.um flux as in the previously

discussed data sets are negligible over t.he ent.ire period. Cont.ribut.ions from shear

production and mean advection of moment.um flux by tV are very small, less than

±0..5 x 10-3 m2s- 3 (Fig. .51). This again l~aves horizontal shear production and

turbulent transport as the dominant t~rt1ls in the momentum flux budget.s.

Shear production and turbulent t.ransport. are comparable in magnitude ov~r

the data period. Typical magnitudes ar~ wit.hin ±.5 x 10- 3 m 2s- 3 except. during

the 14:22 CDT averaging period where values more t.han double this were observed

for turbulent transport. In the uw budget shear production was initially negative

at mid-levels and positive above and below these levels (Fig. 50). This changed

to positive at all levels for the next. two averaging periods (Figs. .51 and .52).

Magnitudes then weakened at low levels and hecame negative at upper levels for

the last two averages (Figs. 53 and .')41. Shear production for t.he vw budget is

positive at low levels and negative aloft for all averaging periods.

Turbulent transport in the uw budll;et is generally negative at mid- a.nd low

levels and positive at higher levels with occasional posit.ive values at t.he lowest.

levels. The t1W component is more difficult to characterize and t.ends to fluctuate

throughout the data period.
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Fig. 50. Horizontal turbulent momentum flux budgets for 19JU1188 at 11:34
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Fig. 52. As in Fig. 50 for 19Jun88 at 12:59 eDT.
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Fig. 53. As in Fig. 50 for 19Jun88 at 13:42 eDT.
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Fig. 54. As in Fig..50 for 19J un88 at 14:22 eDT.
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6d. Intercomparison of Dat.a Sets

Data from 1-2Ju189 had the largest magnitudes of turbulent transport of the

three data set.s. This might be anticipated since 1-2J ul89 was the hottest. of t.he

t.hree days and was characterized by warm, moist advection. This was t.he only day

during which turbulent transport dominated over shear production. During the

night turbulent transport on 1-2Ju189 and 27-28Jun89 became secondary (although

still of significant magnitude) to shear production.

27-28Jun89 was the most baroclinic with moderat.e temperat.ure and pressure

gradients over the area (see Fig. 12). 19.1 un88 had the weakest synoptic forcing

(Fig. 14) and was the most nearly undisturbed case. On both of these days shear

production was of the same order or slight.ly larger than t,urbulent t.ransport during

convective daytime conditions.

In all cases the radar VAD analysis indicat.es significant turbulent. t.ransport of

horizontal moment.um flux under a variety of mesoscale environments. Even during

nighttime, weakly forced conditions t.hese t.erms were consistently of significant

magnitude.

In order to illustrate the vertical structure of the derived moment.um flux

budgets a one hour period from lJu189 and 27Jun89 will be examined. The

averaging period will be chosen such t.hat t.he values of the momentum fluxes

u'w' and v'w' are nearly all positive or all negative throughout the depth of the

data. This will facilitate the identification of source and sink terms wit.hin the

budget equations.

On lJul89 at 16:29 eDT u'w' is positive through most of the dat.a and v'w'

is negative (Fig. 17). Therefore negative values in Fig. 22 are sources for u'w'

and sinks forv'w'. For the uw budget then mean advection and shear production

by tV are weak sources below 1.4 km and sinks above this level. Horizontal shear

production is a strong sink below 0.9 km and a significant source above this level.
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Turbulent transport is a sink below 0.6 km and above 1.4 km. At mid-levels it is

a source of uw momentum flux. The net budget (residual) t.hen results in a sink

below 0.7 km and above 1.5 km. In the mid-levels there is a strong production of

uw momentum flux.

The vw budget has a different character with shear production being a

dominant source through the depth of the data. All other terms are secondary

except for turbulent transport which is a moderate sink below 0.6 km and a

dominant sink above 1.2 km. This produces a net production of vw momentum

flux below 1.4 km and a sink above this level.

On 27Jun89 at 16:57 eDT u'w' is positive at all levels. Below 1.2 km v'w'

is negative and positive above (Fig. 32). The dominant terms in the momentum

flux budgets are shear production and t.urbulent transport.. Shear production

is a source below 0.6 km for u'w' and a sink above this level. For p'w' shear

production is a source below 1.2 km and a sink above t.his height. Turbulent.

transport is a source for u' w' between 0.5 km and 1.3 km and sink above and

below this height interval. Below 0.8 km turbulent transport. is a source for vw

momentum flux. Above this level it is a sink until v' w' reverses sign at which point

turbulent transport becomes a source again. Other terms are generally negligible

contributors to the uw budget and minor t.o the vw budget. The contribution of

these terms acts as a net source of u'w' below 0.9 km and a sink aloft. The net

contribution for the vw budget is a source below 1.2 km and a sink above this

height.

A general tendency in this analysis is for the individual terms of the

momentum budgets to have large values at the extremes of the data. This would

be expected since the surface layer and entrainment zone are layers across which

large changes ill the characteristics of the PBL are found. An important feature is

evident in these data, namely that there is no apparent characteristic contribution
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to the momentum budgets by any of the terms in the budget as is often depicted

in modeling studies. In ot.her words, no t.erm can be classified as being a general

source or sink of horizontal momentum flux at any part.icular level when comparing

independent data sets or averaging periods. Even in the most undisturbed case

study on 19Jun88 this is also true (see Figs. 50-54). This could be the result. an

inappropriate averaging period (i.e. too short) although from earlier discussions

this would appear to be a minor effect. It may also be the general nature of the

turbulence in these case studies, exhibiting a continual state of flux which changes

from one averaging period to the next independent of the length of the averaging

period. In either case the momentum budget data are difficult to classify with

respect t.o any general vertical behavior.

6e. Comparisons wit.h Field and Modeling Statistics

A mam objective of this study is to demonst.rat.e the viability of t.his

extended VAD technique. As discussed previously there are no supporting surface

measurements from which to derive scaling parameters. Unfortunately many field

data and modeling studies present scaled results. Most comparisons will t.hen have

to be qualitative except in those cases were data are presented in absolute terms.

When results are presented in a budget perspective, as in this st.udy, a comparison

of the relative magnitude of terms will be possible whether or not the results are

scaled.

Wyngaard (1984) presents stress budget.s from the Minnesota data (Kaimal

et. al. 1976) and AMTEX (Lenchow et. al. 1980). The top frame in Fig 5.5 is

derived from 2.5 hours of data from 10Sep73 (2 consecutive averaging periods of

7.5 minutes each) and the lower frame in Fig..5.5 is 1.25 hours (one average) from

15Sep73. Shear production in the top of Fig. 5.5 ranges from 2 x 10-3
111

2
S-

3

to near 10 x 10-3 m2s-3 and is slightly greater than 1.5 x 10-3 m 2s- 3 in the

lower frame. These values are very similar to those found in the present study.
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Fig. 55. Stress budgets from the 1973 Minnesot.a experiments. Horizont.al
scale is m2s-3 x 10-3 • Profiles are SP, shear produet.ion; BP,
buoyant production; T, turbulent t.ransport; P, pressure term. The
t.op frame is from data periods 2Al and 2A2 and the bottom frame
is from period 5Al. Negative values in the top frame and positive
values in the lower frame are losses. (after Wyngaard, 1983).
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Turbulent transport on the other hand is extremely small in both cases, less than

±0.2 x 10-3 m2 s-3 which is closer to the nighttime values found in the radar data.

The results from AMTEX are in Fig. 56. The shear production term also falls

into the range of values observed in the radar data sets. The turbulent transport

peaks near -0.5 x 10-3 m 2s-3 which again is smaller than most values observed

by the radar.

The reason for the differences in the turbulent transport terms is not clear.

The meteorological conditions may be a factor since the present study was

conducted under hot, summer conditions, the Minnesota data were obtained in

the fall, and AMTEX data were collected during wintertime cold air outbreaks

over the East China Sea. They magnitude of surface fluxes may differ considerably

under these conditions although even during September in Minnesota there should

still be significant surface fluxes and cold air outbreaks over relatively warm water

should induce significant convective activity during AMTEX. With appropriate

scaling parameters additional insight would be possible.

Therry and Lacarrere (1980) present. result.s from a third-order closure model

for the Voves experiment. Figure .57 shows t.he momentum flux budget which

indicates shear production and turbulent transport of nearly equal magnitude.

This is similar to most of the radar data results. Absolute magnitudes of the data

cannot be compared since the results from their model are scaled.

Briere (1987) modeled a sea-breeze circulation with a third-order closure

model and obtained turbulent transport of stress on the order of 1 x 10-3

m 2 s-3 near the surface. This is in the ralllZ;e of values observed during weakly

convective conditions (late evening) in t hI:' present study. Considering that sea

breeze circulations are essentially density current.s, in the absence of strong surface

heating large values of turbulent transport should not be expected. The magnitude
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Fig. 56. Stress budgets computed from four days during AMTEX.
Horizontal scale is m2s-3 x 10-3 • Notation is as in Fig. 55.
Negative values are losses. (after Wyngaard, 1983).
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vwBudget

Fig. 57. Dimensionless stress budgets from numerical results for Volves
experiment. Notation as in Fig. 55. (after Therry and Lacarrere,
1980.)
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of these results would therefore appear to be in reasonable agreement wit.h t.he

radar VAD data.

Although available modeling and field data which address t.he horizontal

momentum flux budget are rather sparse, t.he radar VAD statistics encompassed

the results of existing data. The turbulent t.ransport of horizontal momentum

derived from the radar data however appear to be significantly larger than other

data, especially the field data from Minnesota and AMTEX. The modeling work

by Therry and Lacarrere (1980) indicate shear production and turbulent transport

of the same order of magnitude, similar to the radar VAD results.



i. SUMMARY

A technique was developed to solve the turbulent momentum flux budget

equation utilizing remote sensors. This was accomplished by theoret.ically

extending the velocity azimuth display (VAD ) technique t.o solve for third-moment

turbulent velocity quantities from a single scanning Doppler radar. A primary

motivation for this study was the lack of high resolut.ion field dat.a throughout t.he

depth of the PBL, especially of higher-ordered st.at.ist.ics. The method outlined by

Frisch (1990) of utilizing a least.-squares fit. to the radar radial velocity data was

used in this study. This is viewed as an improvement over the method of Wilson

(1970) which computes integrals for each quadrant of the VAD scan.

Three data sets were used as a test of this extended VAD technique. They

were all characterized by hot, dear summertime convective boundary layers. Two

of these cases were from the Nort.h Dakota Thunderstorm Project (NDTP) during

the summer of 1989. The other case was from the Cloud Chemistry Cloud Physics

Organization (3CPO) project during the summer of 1988.

Specific scanning strategies were used in order to improve the accuracy of

derived statistics. The two data sets from NDTP used a four angle volume scan

incorporating the elevation angles of 35.3°, 50.8°, 68.9° and 89.7°. The 3.5.3° scans

were used to solve horizontal winds and associated statistics. Turbulence kinetic

energy (TKE) can be obtained directly from the 35.3° scans and the vertical flux

of TKE solved directly from the .50.8° sweeps (Frisch et. al. 1989). The 50.8°

elevation is also used to solve for the horizontal momentum fluxes,u'w' and V'1o'.

The turbulent transport of horizontal momentum flux, u'w,2 and t 7'W,2, requires

data simultaneously from at least two elevation angles. The 68.9° were used in
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conjunction with the 50.8° sweeps for this purpose. The 89.7° scans were used

for deriving accurate mean vertical velocities (tv )and associated vertical velocity

statistics (e.g. w,2 and W,3).

The data set from 3CPO used a three angle volume scan identical to the

four angle volume scan without the 68.9° scans. The only difference between the

analysis is that the turbulent t.ransport of the stresses is obtained from the 3.5.3°

and 50.8° scans.

Data obtained during 1-2Ju189 from NDTP and was characterized by weakly

baroclinic flow with modest warm advection into the region. A brief outflow

from nearby convection was observed on t.his day as well as the development of

a low-level nocturnal jet. Data were collected using the four a.ngle volume scan

continuously from 14:20 CDT 1Jul89 until 02:04 CDT 2J u189. The 27-28J un89

data set was slightly more baroclinic and contained t.he development of a nocturnal

jet as well. Data collection was continuous from 16:24 CDT on 27J un89 until 02:20

eDT on 28Jun89 using a four volume scan strategy. Data collection from 3CPO

began at. 10:14 CDT and ended at 16:54 eDT on 19Jun88 using continuous 3-angle

VAD volume scans.

A large part of this research effort was devoted to the development of an

appropriate VAD analysis program. The data were processed with this program

and smoothed with a best-fit third-order polynomial curve using least-squares

methods. From these processed data all terms in the momentum flux budget

equations (2) and (3) were computed. excluding the buoyancy, pressure and eddy

dissipation terms. These remaining terms were grouped together as a residual.

Based on a scale analysis of the 1110llu"ntuIll flux budgets (Wyngaard ,1983)

the temporal changes in the stress, mean advection and shear production byw

should be negligible. The radar supports this analysis for the temporal changes

but the mean advection and shear production by tV were not always negligible.
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During the daytime and a convective outflow event on 1-2Ju189, values as large

as 1.5 X 10-3 m2s-3 were observed. During the night on 1-2Ju189 and for all of

the other two data sets these terms were very small relative to other terms in the

budget equations. Mean advection by 10 was a minor constituent in the vicinity

of the nocturnal jet on 1-2JuI89.

The dominant terms in the momentum flux budgets from all three data

sets derived from the radar VAD analysis were shear production and t.urbulent.

transport. Turbulent transport was the dominant term during t.he daytime during

NDTP on 1-2JuI89. Shear production and turbulent. t.ransport were of the same

order of magnitude during the daytime NDTP on 27-28J un89 and 3CPO on

18Jun88. As the nocturnal boundary layer developed shear production became

the dominant term in the momentum flux budget however turbulent t.ransport

was still significant.

The magnitudes of these radar derived turbulent momentum flux budget

components were compared to other field data and modeling studies. With the

few comparisons which were possible (due to t.he lack of existing dat.a set.s), t.he

radar VAD data compared favorably. The shear production terms were wit.hin

the range of values observed in other field data and modeling studies. Turbulent.

transport observed in the radar data were much larger than in t.he Minnesot.a

or AMTEX data sets. Modeling results of the Voves experiment (Therry and

Lacarrere, 1980) compared well with the radar data indicating shear production

and turbulent transport terms of the same order of magnitude. Briere (1987)

found magnitudes of turbulent transport within regions of a modeled sea-breeze

circulation which were within the lower range of values observed by radar.

A number of factors could be responsible for the large values of the radar

derived turbulent transport terms. Since neit.her t.he Minnesota, AMTEX or

radar data sets were scaled, the specific meteorological conditions (eg. surface
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heat flux, etc.) could be a factor. Also the ground clutter in t.he radar data

could induce artificially larg;e values of turbulence statistics although t.his would

be restricted to ranges nearest the dutter, not throughout t.he data. Insufficient

measurement systems, considering some of these data sets were obtained nearly

20 years ago, could also be a factor. In support of the VAD measurements, Kropfli

(1984) made comparisons of stress values computed using the VAD method with

side by side X-band and K-band (0.8 mm) radars. The X-band measurements

were also compared to a nearby instrumented tower. Bot.h comparisons produced

good results indicating the quality of the radar derived turbulence statistics. A

similar study using the extended VAD technique presented in this study would be

a valuable exercise in lieu of the small number of existing data sets.

Some important characteristics of atmospheric turbulence are illustrated by

these radar measurements. These are primarily a result of the high temporal

and spatial scales with which these radar data were obtained. A striking feature,

which should not be unexpected, is the high degree of variabilit.y between averaging

periods, especially in the vertical profiles of the momentum flux budget solutions.

Turbulence is characterized by three- dimensional, random motions within a fluid

and at any particular point is in a state of flux. The net budget of stress should

balance over time, though there is no reason to expect the contribution of any

given term to remain fixed at a given point in space. The radar data illustrate

this point quite well. While the range in absolute magnitude of a given term was

easily generalized over the depth of the PBL, the behavior at any given height

within the PBL was typically quite variable. This has important consequences for

the types of parameterizations derived for modeling studies which assume some

general behavior in these profiles.

Another finding in this study IS the significant contribution by turbulent

transport term to the horizontal momentum flux budget. There were no situations
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in these data where turbulent transport was not of significant relat.ive magnitude.

In fact at times turbulent transport was t.he dominant term. Even during the

nighttime when turbulent activity was greatly decreased this term was still a

significant part of the momentum flux budget.



8. CONCLUSION

The extended Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) t.echnique presented in t.his

study provides an important tool for study of the planetary boundary layer (P BL)

using a single scanning Doppler radar. The resolution obtainable is better than

most field methods and as good as numerical models. This theoretical extension

of the VAD technique allows the solution of third-order turbulence st.atistics. Few

studies to date have addressed the relative magnitude and importance of t.hese

higher-ordered st.atist.ics.

As a test of this extended VAD technique comparisons were made between

solutions to the horizontal momentum flux budget computed using this ext.ended

VAD method (excluding buoyancy, pressure and eddy dissipat.ion effects) and

budgets obtained from other field and modeling studies. Shear production

compared well between all data sets. The turbulent transport term from the VAD

analysis was generally much greater relative to the other field and modeling data.

While specific reasons for these differences were not dear, the results indicate

that turbulent transport can be a significant and, at times, dominant term in the

momentum flux budget.

It is important to obtain additional field data in order to understand

the differences observed between t.he radar data sets and other existing field

observations as they have significant consequences in t.he turbulent moment.um

flux budget. By using a radar with improved sensitivit.y and ground clut.ter

rejection improvements in the uncertainty of the measurements obtained in t.his

study can be made. Comparisons with in situ measurements, such as aircraft,

would also prove valuable for determining relative errors between these different
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measurement systems. Used ill conjunction with other supporting meteorological

data (e.g. on-site surface data, supplement.al soundings, temperature profiles,

pressure measurements, etc.) this extended VAD technique could provide a nearly

complete documentation of PBL turbulent processes.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the derivation of the momentum budget equations.

First the general case is derived and then simplifications are presented. Parts of

these derivations have been taken from Holton (1979) and Stull (1988).

Neglecting curvature terms the momentum equation in tensor notation is:

1 8p 1 8r··
t: 2 r. + _-.!:J...-r.Ji39 - CijkHjUk -

P 8Xi P 8xj
(10)

where the last term is the viscous dissipation term. For a Newtonian fluid:

Assuming J.LB is very small, dividing by p and differentiating with respect to x j:

Rearranging differentiation order and assuming J.L is independent of x, y and z:

By assuming incompressibility and letting v = ;, the above equation simplifies

to:

Substituting this expression into (1) gives:

(11)
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Making the Boussinesq approximation which neglects density pert,urbations

except when multiplied by gravity, the substitutions p = p and g = g - (~ ) g can

be made in (11). The coriolis term can be rewritten to give:

(12)

Writing the dependent variables (u and p) in terms of a mean and a perturbat.ion

from the mean (u = U + u' and p = p + p'):

-6i3 [9 - (~: )9] + !cCij3(Uj + U'j)

1 8(p + p') 82 (Ui + u.'d
- +v-.:.........;,------.:...

p 8Xi 8 Xj 2

Expanding all terms produces an equation for the total wind:

After averaging this equation becomes:

(13)

(14)

1 8
-6'39 + f c"3 U ' - -~ +t C t}} - 8. P Xi

(15)

The continuity equation for turbulent fluxes is (~:Ji) = O. Multiplying this by

U'i, averaging and adding the result to equation (15) to put the last term on the

left hand side into flux form results in an equation for the mean wind:
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1 8p 82ui 8( tt' ill.' j)-- + v---
P8Xi 8x/2 8xj

Subtracting (16) from (14) yields a prognostic equation for the turbulent gust:

OU'i
+

OU'i , 8Ui , aU'iU·_- + u·- + u '-- -8t J Ox' J Ox' J ox'J J J

(6't. ) !cCij3 U 'j
10p' a2

U.' i o(u' iU' j)
(Ii)bi3 9

v
9 + - + v ax .2 +Ii 8Xi aXjJ

Multiplying the above equation byu' /c and Reynolds averaging gives:

OU'i , _ 011.\ + 8Ui aU'i
u'/c-- + U /cU'-- u'/cu"- + u'/cu'·_- -

ot J Ox' J ox . J Ox'
J J J

, , (6' tt ) f .,'
U /c0i3 . 9

v
9 + cCij3 U jU /c

tt' k ap' (Pu" 8(ll.' iU' .)__ +' t + U'k J (18)
P ax i u /c v ax j 2 Ox j

Equation (18) can be rewritten interchanging all i's and k's.

8U'k aU'k aUk OU'ku,·_- + u'·u·_- + u"u"-'- + U'iU'J'-- -
t at t J Ox j • J 8x j ax j

U'i ap'--
Ii aXk

(19)

Adding (18) and (19):

O(~) _ o(~) --{'Jii l --BUk
at + U j ox . + u' k U' ) 8- + u' i u' j ax. +

J x.) J
=

(20)
u ' i op' U'le 8p' , CPU'1e + ,02u ' i--a - -- + VtL I 8x. 2 l/U k ~x.2Ii xle Ii 8Xi J v J

where the last term in (18) and (19) has been neglected relative to the other terms.

Further simplifications can be made to equatioll (20). Taking u' iU' Ie times

the turbulent continuity equation (~:'JJ ) = O. averaging the result and adding it
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to (20) allows the last term on the left-hand side of (20) to be put into flux form.

Applying the product rule to the viscosity terms we get:

02 U 'Te 02u ',, , t

Ui ax .2 + UTe ax ,2
) )

ou"Ou'Te2 Iax .2
)

Substituting these changes into (20) gives a form for the momentum flux budget:

o(~) _ o(~)
~ + Uj a
U~ Xj

--OUTe
= - u"u'·_

t J ax,
)

a( tt' iU' jU' le)
ax,

J

U'i op'---
p aXle (21)

Typically the coriolis terms and the molecular diffusion term are smaller than

the rest and can be neglected. The viscous dissipation term is onen written as

2cu; ur. to give the final form of the momentum flux budget as:

o(U' iU' Te) a(u' iU' le) --OUTe OUi o( u' iU' jU' k)
+ u· = - U"U',-- U'k U"-at ) ax· I J ax' J ax. ax,

) J ) J

+ [~] (h lc3 'U'i9'v + hi3 u' ~e' t,)
U'i ap' U'le ap'

2€u;ur. (22)--- -- -
p aXle p OXi

The equations for u'w' (i=l, k=3) and v'w' (i=2, k=3) from (22) are:

at
ou'w'+ u-ax

ou'w'+ v--oy
Ou'w'

+w-OZ

-,-,ow
- 'Uu-ax

-,-,OW
'U v-oy

--OtU --ou --ou
- u'w'- - w'u'- - w'v'-oz ox oy

--au
w'w'-oz

O(U'U'w')
ax

O( u ' p'w')

oy
o(u.'lv'w')

oz

[
9 ] u' op'+ Iv (u'e'v) - p oz

w' op'
- -- - 2€P ax uw

(23)
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at +

8v'w'
11-- +

8x
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8v'w'
ii-

8y
8u'w'+ w--

8z

-8w
-v'u'-

8x
- 8w -- 01.0 --ou --8u
v'v'- - v'w'- - w'u'- - w'v'-

8y 8z 8x 8y

8(v'u'w') 8(p'v'w') 8(l"W'W')
8x 8y 8z

+ [l] (v'9' v) -
·v' 8p' w' 8p'

2€vw---
P 8z P oy

--oii
w'w'

8z

(24)

Many of these terms can be neglected based on a scale analysis using

observations of these quantities or by making appropriate assumptions. Neglecting

subsidence and assuming horizontal homogeneity are common steps in simplifying

these equations. With the scanning procedures used in collecting the data used

for this study the subsidence can easily be determined and will therefore be

left in the equations in order to test this assumption. Also with appropriate

scanning procedures the horizontal gradients of the fluxes can be estimated

(Frish,1990) however this will not be addressed in this study. By assuming

horizontal homogeneity equations (24) and (25) are:

8u'w' 8u'w' --01.U -,-,ou 8( u'w'w')
+ w-- = -u'w'- 1010-

Bt oz oz oz oz

+ [:J (u'9' v)
u' Bp'

2c: uw-
P 8z

8u'w' 8v'w' --ow -,-,Oii 8(v'w'w')
+ w-- = -v'w'- - ww -

ozat oz 8z Bz

+ [l] (v'9' v)
v' op'

2c: vw-
j5 8z

(25)

(26)
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